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Uncommon Arrangements

2007-06-26

katie roiphe s stimulating work has made her one of the most talked about cultural critics of her generation now

this bracing young writer delves deeply into one of the most layered of subjects marriage drawn in part from the

private memoirs personal correspondence and long forgotten journals of the british literary community from 1910

to the second world war here are seven marriages à la mode each rising to the challenge of intimate relations in

more or less creative ways jane wells the wife of h g remained his rock despite his decade long relationship with

rebecca west among others katherine mansfield had an irresponsible childlike romance with her husband john

middleton murry that collapsed under the strain of real life problems vera brittain and george gordon catlin spent

years in a semidetached marriage he in america she in england vanessa bell maintained a complicated harmony

with the painter duncan grant whom she loved and her husband clive and her sister virginia woolf herself no

stranger to marital particularities sustained a brilliant running commentary on the most intimate details of those

around her every chapter revolves around a crisis that occurred in each of these marriages as serious as life

threatening illness or as seemingly innocuous as a slightly tipsy dinner table conversation and how it was

resolved or not resolved in these portraits roiphe brilliantly evokes what are as she says the fluctuations and

shifts in attraction the mysteries of lasting affection the endurance and changes in love and the role of friendship

in marriage the deeper mysteries at stake in all relationships

Literary Circles and Cultural Communities in Renaissance England

2000

although the literary circle is widely recognized as a significant feature of renaissance literary culture it has

received remarkably little examination in this collection of essays the authors attempt to explain literary circles

and cultural communities in renaissance england by exploring both actual and imaginary ways in which they

were conceived and the various needs they fulfilled the book also pays considerable attention to larger

theoretical issues relating to literary circles the essayists raise important questions about the extent to which

literary circles were actual constructs or fictional creations whether illuminating or limiting the circle metaphor

itself can be extended or reformulated some of the authors discuss how particular circles actually operated and

some question the very concept of the literary circle literary circles and cultural communities in renaissance

england will be an important addition to seventeenth century studies



London

2014

this anthology features a wide ranging collection of poems and scenes from novels that stretch from the fifteenth

century to the present day from well known texts to others that are less familiar here is london brought to life

through the words of many of the greatest writers in the english language page 4 of cover

Literary Circles

2006

literary circles illuminates the networks of personal connections that fostered exchanges between artists and

authors in 19th and early 20th century britain it also investigates the multiple ways in which text and image

inform or set up dialogues with each other

Prospectus and Plan of the British and Foreign Institute, for Facilitating

Personal Intercourse Between the Educated Classes of All Countries, and

Rendering the Literary Circles of the Metropolis More Easily Accessible to

Visitors from the Continent, the Colonies, and the Provinces

1843

exploration of what a reading circle approach can offer adult emergent readers and what adult literacy learners

can tell us about novel reading

Reading Circles, Novels and Adult Reading Development

2012-02-23

leigh hunt s contributions to english literature although downplayed for several decades are now acknowledged

by scholars as key to our understanding of the romantic period he was not only a facilitator in his support for the

poetry of shelley and keats for example but was also a major contributor in his own right to the literary and

political world of the nineteenth century underscoring the literary innovations in his writing during the first three

decades of the nineteenth century this text focuses on the selected works that complement the current view of

hunt as a romantic writer and show the independence in his critical approach and use of poetic language with an



episodic chronological approach this is an important reassessment of hunt s substantial contributions to several

different genres providing a fascinating account of the significant impact of his works on audiences during the

romantic period

Leigh Hunt and the London Literary Scene

2013-04-15

adult literacy teachers are constantly searching for effective engaging and distinctly adult ways to develop adult

emergent reading and for at least the past two hundred years adults have formed themselves into reading circles

to read and discuss novels on a weekly or monthly basis why then are reading circles rarely used or studied in

formal adult literacy provision this book explores adult reading development novel reading and reading circles in

the context of a wider examination of reading pedagogies and practices in the english speaking world it

discusses reading as both an individual and a communal act and investigates the relationship between literature

and literacy development practice and pedagogy including a reassessment of the controversial approaches of

reading aloud and phonics for adults sam duncan reviews a case study of an adult reading circle in a large

london further education college and identifies the wider implications for the teaching and learning of adult

emergent reading for the use and understanding of reading circles and for how we understand the novel reading

experience more broadly

Reading Circles, Novels and Adult Reading Development

2012-02-23

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of bygone london by frederick ross digicat publishing

considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for

republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will

treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

Bygone London

2022-09-04

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of derelicts by william john locke digicat publishing

considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for

republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will

treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature



Derelicts

2022-09-04

a group of rich spoiled and idle young people heading off on a winter holiday are stranded at a railway station

when their train is delayed by thick enclosing fog party going describes their four hour wait in a london railway

hotel where they shelter from the grim weather and the throngs of workers on the platform below

Party Going

2011-12-31

thoughts and utterances is the first sustained investigation of two distinctions which are fundamental to all

theories of utterance understanding the semantics pragmatics distinction and the distinction between what is

explicitly communicated and what is implicitly communicated features the first sustained investigation of both the

semantics pragmatics distinction and the distinction between what is explicitly and implicitly communicated in

speech

Thoughts and Utterances

2008-04-15

a comparative analysis this study examines the interactions of early modern male and female writers within the

context of literary circles in particular campbell examines how the querelle des femmes as a discursive rhetorical

tradition of praise and blame influenced perceptions of well educated women who were part of literary circles in

italy france and england from approximately 1530 to 1650 to gain a better sense of how querelle language and

issues were used for or against learned women writers campbell aligns selected works by female and male

writers pairing them to analyze how the woman writer responds deflects or rewrites the male writer s ideological

script on women she focuses first on the courtesan tullia d aragona s response in her dialogo della infinità di

amore to sperone speroni s dialogo di amore and contrasts the actress writer isabella andreini s pastoral la

mirtilla with torquato tasso s aminta she then discusses the influence of italian actresses upon the manners and

mores of french women of the valois court especially focusing on performative aspects of french women s

participation in court and salon rituals to that end she examines the influential salon of the aristocratic learned

claude catherine de clermont duchesse de retz who encouraged the writing of positive querelle rhetoric in the

form of petrarchan neoplatonic encomiastic poetry to buttress her reputation and that of her female friends next

campbell reads louise lab d t de folie et d amour against pontus de tyard s solitaire premier to illustrate the

tensions between a traditional and nontraditional querelle stance she then discusses continental influence upon



english writers in the context of the sidney circle in england moving to the closet dramas of the sidney circle

campbell examines the solidarity these writers demonstrated with nontraditional stances on querelle issues and

finally she explores how three generations of english literary circles con

Literary Circles and Gender in Early Modern Europe

2018-01-18

little boy little boy what is the matter madam the sea has been turned into batter eleanor farjeon s delightful

london nursery rhymes are known and loved all over the world and told with characteristic humour and

playfulness reimagine london with these charming and timeless rhymes for all ages a charming surprisingly funny

collection that will be loved by adults and children alike

Nursery Rhymes of London Town

2014-06-30

robert louis stevenson literary networks and transatlantic publishing in the 1890s investigates stevenson and the

geographies of his literary networks during the last years of his life and after his death it profiles a series of

figures who worked with stevenson negotiated his publications on both sides of the atlantic wrote for him or were

inspired by him using archival material correspondence fiction and biographies it moves across these literary

networks it deploys the concept of literary prosthetics to frame its analysis of gatekeepers tastemakers agents

collaborators and authorial surrogates in the transatlantic production of stevenson s writing case studies of

understudied individuals and broader consideration of the networks they represent contributes to the knowledge

of transatlantic publishing in the 1890s understanding of transatlantic culture stevenson studies current interest in

the workings of literary communities and in nineteenth century mobility

Robert Louis Stevenson, Literary Networks and Transatlantic Publishing in

The 1890s

2020-01-14

this study examines how george orwell s legacy as a writer developed and the importance of his work both

during and after his lifetime john rodden seeks to bring orwell s work into proper focus while providing insight into

the phenomenon of literary fame



George Orwell

2001-12-31

this book uses models of world literature to present this quintessentially english writer as a pioneering figure in

an anglophone welsh literary tradition a controversial reading that contributes to the present day reconfiguration

of cultural relations between wales england scotland

Edward Thomas and World Literary Studies

2013-07-15

before 1840 there was little prestige attached to the writing of novels and most english novelists were women by

the turn of the 20th century men of letters acclaimed novels as a form of great literature and most successful

novelists were men here gaye tuchman examines how men redefined this form of literary expression

Edging Women Out

2012

in this fascinating new exploration of samuel beckett s work pascale casanova argues that beckett s reputation

rests on a pervasive misreading of his oeuvre which neglects entirely the literary revolution he instigated

reintroducing the historical into the heart of this body of work casanova provides an arresting portrait of beckett

as radically subversive doing for writing what kandinsky did for art and in the process presents the key to some

of the most profound enigmas of beckett s writing

Samuel Beckett

2020-01-28

this book is a collection of biographical records portraying the life of rudyard kipling drawn from official

biographies memoirs testimonies letters diaries conversations anecdotes essays and reviews

Lives of Victorian Literary Figures, Part VII, Volume 3

2024-05-17

the official illustrated english heritage guide with over 950 of london s most interesting inhabitants and their

former homes brought to life if people want to find out about our london history they can go and stand for a



minute outside and look at a house where we know that person has lived i think that s just wonderful dame judi

dench blue plaques bearing names both familiar and intriguing can be found all across the capital from bob

marley to alan turing virginia woolf to vincent van gogh mahatma gandhi to emmeline pankhurst the plaques

celebrate an incredible range of london s past residents whether they be scientists sports stars artists actors

inventors or politicians this revised and updated english heritage guide reveals with wit and insight the stories of

london s most extraordinary men and women and the homes in which they lived the blue plaque helps us make

poetry from the everyday infusing the hard materials of the city with the feeling of lives lived a memory of the

past making the present richer antony gormley guardian

The English Heritage Guide to London's Blue Plaques

2016-10-27

the geography of the book is as old as the history of the book though far less thoroughly explored yet research

has increasingly pointed to the spatial dimensions of book history to the transformation of texts as they are made

and moved from place to place from authors to readers and within different communities and cultures of

reception widespread recognition of the significance of place of the effects of movement over space and of the

importance of location to the making and reception of print culture has been a feature of recent book history work

and draws in many instances upon studies within the history of science as well as geography geographies of the

book explores the complex relationships between the making of books in certain geographical contexts the

movement of books epistemologically as well as geographically and the ways in which they are received

Geographies of the Book

2012-11-28

the fin de siècle not only designated the end of the victorian epoch but also marked a significant turn towards

modernism extraordinary aesthetes critically examines literary and visual artists from england ireland and

scotland whose careers in poetry fiction and illustration flourished during the concluding years of the nineteenth

century this collection draws special attention to the exceptional contributions that artists poets and novelists

made to the cultural world of the late 1880s and 1890s the essays illuminate a range of established increasingly

acknowledged and lesser known figures whose contributions to this brief but remarkably intense cultural period

warrant close attention such figures include the critically neglected mabel dearmer whose stunning illustrations

appear in evelyn sharp s radical fairy tales for children equally noteworthy is the uncompromising short fiction of

ella d arcy who played a pivotal role in editing the most famous journal of the 1890s the yellow book the

discussion extends to a range of legendary writers including max beerbohm oscar wilde and w b yeats whose

works are placed in dialogue with authors who gained prominence during this period bringing women s writing to



the fore extraordinary aesthetes rebalances the achievements of artists and writers during the rapidly

transforming cultural world of the fin de siècle

Extraordinary Aesthetes

2023-04-14

critics of piers plowman have often behaved as if the great fourteenth century english poem were written by

committee written work marks a major shift in orientation by focusing on william langland instead of piers

plowman the five original historicist studies collected here are less concerned with searching for langland s

identity in medieval records than with examining the marks even scars left on him by the history he touched

derek pearsall studies what langland knew about london its geography economics and social life and the way his

focus on the city shifted in the course of revising the poem kathryn kerby fulton examines the conditions for

authorship and publishing in late fourteenth century england and uncovers evidence of langland s struggles to

attract patronage and maintain control over the text and circulation of piers anne middleton s stunning chapter

explores how the long shadow of fourteenth century labor laws fell across langland as he reworked his text ralph

hanna iii examines the conflicting demands of manual and intellectual labor on the poet while lawrence m clopper

uncovers the deep impressions that contemporary controversies about franciscan poverty made on langland and

his life work each of the chapters unfolds from langland s apologia the extraordinary autobiographical passage

unique to the last of the three distinct versions of piers plowman that have come down to us

Written Work

2015-07-28

this book is both a celebration of the life and career of the eminent literary scholar critic and journalist john

sutherland and an extension of sutherland s work in various fields including nineteenth and twentieth century

anglo american literature the publishing industry and its impact upon creativity and literary puzzles with

contributions from over twenty five distinguished critics literary journalists and scholars this book goes beyond

merely describing sutherland s work the essayists pay homage to sutherland while also staking their own critical

scholarly claims from investigating the publishing dimension victorians major and minor the complexities of

dickens and george eliot the archeology of pride and prejudice to examining the implications of shakespearean

souvenirs literary puzzles and non victorians the essays offer fresh dimensions to sutherland s rich career as a

professor critic and journalist



Studies in Victorian and Modern Literature

2015-07-29

the historical dictionary of romanticism in literature provides a large overview of the romantic movement that

seemed at the time to have swept across europe from russia to germany and france to britain and across the

atlantic to the united states the romantics saw themselves as inaugurating a new era they frequently referred to

themselves or their contemporaries as romantics and their art as romantic from the early stirrings in germany to

the last decade of the eighteenth century in england with the political radicals and the lake poets to the

transcendental club in massachusetts the leaders of the age acknowledged their new romantic attitudes this

volume takes a close and comprehensive look at romanticism in literature through a chronology an introductory

essay appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 800 cross referenced entries on

the writers and the poems novels short stories and essays plays and other works they produced the leading

trends techniques journals and literary circles and the spirit of the times are also covered this book is an

excellent access point for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more romanticism in literature

Historical Dictionary of Romanticism in Literature

2014-11-18

a new historical approach to indian english literature mary ellis gibson shows that poetry not fiction was the

dominant literary genre of indian writing in english until 1860 and that poetry written in colonial situations can tell

us as much or even more about figuration multilingual literacies and histories of nationalism than novels can

gibson re creates the historical webs of affiliation and resistance that were experienced by writers in colonial

india writers of british indian and mixed ethnicities advancing new theoretical and historical paradigms for reading

colonial literatures indian angles makes accessible many writers heretofore neglected or virtually unknown gibson

recovers texts by british women by nonelite british men and by persons who would in the nineteenth century

have been called eurasian her work traces the mutually constitutive history of english language poets from sir

william jones to toru dutt and rabindranath tagore drawing on contemporary postcolonial theory her work also

provides new ways of thinking about british internal colonialism as its results were exported to south asia in lucid

and accessible prose gibson presents a new theoretical approach to colonial and postcolonial literatures

Indian Angles

2011-05-13

tennyson is the most important english poet of the victorian age he knew its key figures and was deeply involved



in its science religion philosophy and politics the palgrave literary dictionary for the first time gives easily

accessible information under more than 400 headings on his poetry his circle the period and its contexts

The Palgrave Literary Dictionary of Tennyson

2010-10-20

a biography of the brontë sisters published in 1914 by an author who spent years living near their haworth home

In the Footsteps of the Brontës

2011-10-27

arun deep s i c s e complete course english literature includes julius caesar treasure chest a collection of icse

poems and short stories for class 10 has been meticulously crafted to cater to the specific needs of students in

the 10th grade the book is designed to provide comprehensive guidance for effective exam preparation ensuring

students secure higher grades its primary objective is to assist any i c s e student in achieving the best possible

grade by offering support throughout the course and valuable advice on revision and exam preparation the

material is presented in a clear and concise format featuring ample questions for practice this book strictly

adheres to the latest syllabus outlined by the council for the i c s e examinations from 2025 onwards it includes

detailed answers to the questions found in the textbook complete course english literature includes julius caesar

treasure chest a collection of icse poems and short stories class 10 published by evergreen publications pvt ltd

the author of this book is dr j randhawa

In the Footsteps of the Brontes

2024-04-18

from marilyn to mussolini people captivate people a e s biography best selling autobiographies and biographical

novels testify to the popularity of the genre but where does one begin collected here are descriptions and

evaluations of over 10 000 biographical works including books of fact and fiction biographies for young readers

and documentaries and movies all based on the lives of over 500 historical figures from scientists and writers to

political and military leaders to artists and musicians each entry includes a brief profile autobiographical and

primary sources and recommended works short reviews describe the pertinent biographical works and offer

insight into the qualities and special features of each title helping readers to find the best biographical material

available on hundreds of fascinating individuals



Arun Deep’s Self-Help to I.C.S.E. Complete Course English Literature Class

10 (For March 2025 Examinations) [Includes Julius Caesar, Treasure

Chest A Collection of ICSE Poems and Short Stories]

2001-02-28

in ladies greek yopie prins illuminates a culture of female classical literacy that emerged in the second half of the

nineteenth century during the formation of women s colleges on both sides of the atlantic why did victorian

women of letters desire to learn ancient greek a dead language written in a strange alphabet and no longer

spoken in the words of elizabeth barrett browning they wrote some greek upon the margin lady s greek without

the accents yet in the margins of classical scholarship they discovered other ways of knowing and not knowing

greek mediating between professional philology and the popularization of classics these passionate amateurs

became an important medium for classical transmission combining archival research on the entry of women into

greek studies in victorian england and america with a literary interest in their translations of greek tragedy prins

demonstrates how women turned to this genre to perform a passion for ancient greek full of eros and pathos she

focuses on five tragedies agamemnon prometheus bound electra hippolytus and the bacchae to analyze a wide

range of translational practices by women and to explore the ongoing legacy of ladies greek key figures in this

story include barrett browning and virginia woolf janet case and jane harrison edith hamilton and eva palmer and

a mary f robinson and h d the book also features numerous illustrations including photographs of early

performances of greek tragedy at women s colleges the first comparative study of anglo american hellenism

ladies greek opens up new perspectives in transatlantic victorian studies and the study of classical reception

translation and gender

The Biography Book

1865

first published in 2005 in the south seas is the story of louis s travels through the pacificon the casco and later

on the schooner equator it is a beautifully observed account of island peoples and their life but above all it is the

story of the beginning of louis s love affair with the pacific

Artemus Ward, His Book

2017-05-09

this collection covers the lyrical poetry of mary shelley as well as her writings for lardner s cabinet cyclopaedia of



biography and some other materials only recently attributed to her

Ladies' Greek

1851

in 1864 amid headline grabbing heresy trials members of the british association for the advancement of science

were asked to sign a declaration affirming that science and scripture were in agreement many criticized the new

test of orthodoxy nine decided that collaborative action was required the x club tells their story these six

ambitious professionals and three wealthy amateurs j d hooker t h huxley john tyndall john lubbock william

spottiswoode edward frankland george busk t a hirst and herbert spencer wanted to guide the development of

science and public opinion on issues where science impinged on daily life religious belief and politics they

formed a private dining club which they named the x club to discuss and further their plans as ruth barton shows

they had a clear objective they wanted to promote scientific habits of mind which they sought to do through

lectures journalism and science education they devoted enormous effort to the expansion of science education

with real but mixed success for twenty years the x club was the most powerful network in victorian science the

men succeeded each other in the presidency of the royal society for a dozen years barton s group biography

traces the roots of their success and the lasting effects of their championing of science against those who

attempted to limit or control it along the way shedding light on the social organization of science the interactions

of science and the state and the places of science and scientific men in elite culture in the victorian era

The Critic

2013-08-06

a comprehensive accessible and lucid coverage of major issues and key figures in modern and contemporary

british literature

In The South Seas Hb

2022-07-30

this volume charts the rise of professional women writers across diverse fields of intellectual enquiry and through

different modes of writing in the period immediately before and during the reign of queen victoria it demonstrates

how between 1830 and 1880 the woman writer became an agent of cultural formation and contestation appealing

to and enabling the growth of female readership while issuing a challenge to the authority of male writers and

critics of especial importance were changing definitions of marriage family and nation of class and of morality as



well as new conceptions of sexuality and gender and of sympathy and sensation the result is a richly textured

account of a radical and complex process of feminization whereby formal innovations in the different modes of

writing by women became central to the aesthetic social and political formation of british culture and society in

the nineteenth century

Mary Shelley's Literary Lives and Other Writings

2018-11-21

The X Club

2010-02-10

The Post-War British Literature Handbook

2018-09-22

The History of British Women's Writing, 1830-1880
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